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Stalled momentum and resistance 
Stalled momentum can be frustrating; Resistance discouraging. 
 Writing essay, following exercise program, launching new project,   
 loaded pram uphill… 

Anything that stalls forward momentum can make hard to get 
going again and keep going. 

I think Brock’s felt like this patching tech together for livestream trial! 

I feel this about evangelistic mission at NewLife. 
This Sunday was supposed to be combined churches evangelistic 
mission with CBF and John Dickson. 
 Frustrating and disappointing set back. 

I’ve no doubt you’re experiencing stalled momentum and resistance. 

Jesus’ kingdom mission momentum appears to be stalled in Matt 11. 
There’s resistance…  
 Jesus’ flurry of healing miracles stop 
 Increased opposition from religious leaders 
 John Baptist in prison 

 Such disruption, John wonders if Jesus really is who supposed to be! 
Matt 11 helps us KNOW and GROW in understanding WHO Jesus is and 
the TIME we live in so our momentum in Jesus’ urgent MISSION might not 
stall. 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John’s QUESTION about Jesus [READ v1-6] 
John has question about WHO Jesus is: Is he the Messiah - expected one? 
 What John expected is clear in OT. 
  [Isa 29:18-19; 35:5-6a; 61:1] 
 This sound exactly like Jesus… that’s answer Jesus sends back (v4-5). 
Jesus is expected Messiah who brings kingdom of heaven to earth. 
 ‘Blessed life’ of kingdom for those who understand WHO Jesus is (v6). 

 APPLICATION: Know and grow in understanding WHO Jesus is   
 from whole of Bible 
 Discipleship momentum stalls when we get fuzzy on WHO Jesus is. 
  Know and grow in understanding from whole Bible. 
   Pick an OT book to read: how does this point me to Jesus? 

Jesus’ QUESTION about John [READ v7-15] 
To sharpen clarity about answer to John’s question… Jesus asks question: 
 Who is John? (v7) 
  Jesus contrasts rugged humility of John to royal pomp of Herod  
 John is prophet, a messenger immediate to Messiah. 

In understanding WHO John is… we’re to understand the TIME we’re in. 
 John’s presence in the world is the turning page in history…  
  from time of prophets and arrival of Messiah… and kingdom. 

 APPLICATION: Know and grow in understanding of the TIME we  
 live in 
 Discipleship momentum stalls when we forget the TIME we’re in. 
  We know with greater clarity and perspective than John. 
   We know of Jesus death, resurrection, ascension… 
  Know and grow in understanding of the TIME we live in. 

We’re trying to get clarity about unprecedented time of 
living in a global pandemic: return to office, next holiday, 
regather as church… when back to normal. 
 Clarity for living between Jesus’ ascension and return? 
  Draw timeline and put self on it. 
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Jesus’ QUESTION about Israel [READ v16-19] 
Jesus’ immediate audience is his people, Israel.  
 They’re indifferent to WHO Jesus is and the TIME they live in. 
  Neither dance to jig, nor stirred by sad ballad. 
   Dismiss John as demonic and Jesus as drunk. 

Does this sound like the people around us who we love? 

Here’s what Jesus says about indifference of his people Israel. 
 [READ v20-24] 

Indifference to Jesus is never neutral, tolerant or safe for anyone anytime.  
 Not in John’s time, not pre-COVID, not on 14 June 2020. 
  Repentance is urgent. 

 APPLICATION: Know and grow in understanding of MISSION   
 urgency 

NewLife… being a disciple of Jesus…  
 being on mission with Jesus feels like it’s stalled. 
We might feel frustrated… perhaps discouraged…  

Stalled momentum and resistance can be time to steady our focus, take 
fresh grip and lean into the load again. 
 As we re-enter ‘normal’, observe world, make decisions… 

 let’s not be distracted and indifferent to Jesus. 

Know and grow in understanding WHO Jesus is and TIME we live in so 
we keep up MISSION urgency.  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Discussion and reflection questions 
Imagine that the speed limit for kingdom discipleship and mission is 
100km/hr. Think about your speed and momentum. 

  

What was your    What is your     What would you like 
discipleship and     discipleship and   your discipleship and 
mission speed     mission speed    mission speed to be? 
at the start of 2020?    now? 

1. What Old Testament book are you going to read to know and grow in 
your understanding of WHO Jesus is? 

2. What difference does knowing the TIME we live in between Jesus’ 
ascension and return make in your life? 

3. Who are you longing and praying for to turn to Jesus in repentance 
and faith? 
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